
English 

Week 8



Phonics – Lesson 1

This week we are learning about homophones. 

Homophones are words that sound the same but are 
spelt differently. They also have different meanings.

What do these pictures show ? 

Can you remember which of these has a silent letter ?

Can you explain to a partner what each word means ?

Pairs of words like these are called homophones. 
Explain that homo means the same and phone means 
sound, so homophone means the same sound.



homo means the same and 
phone means sound, so 

homophone means 
the same sound.

Have a look at the worksheet 
‘Picture pairs’ to see what other 
homophones you can recognise.
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Crossword

Down

1 Colour of the sky.

2 Something you can dig.

5 Two halves make one of 
these.

6 Female opposite.

Across

3 A cake ingredient.

4 Has a beautiful scent.

6 The postman delivers
this.

7 The wind did this.

Clues

Homophone Challenge! Can you use the clues 
to solve the crossword?



English - Lesson 1

This week, we will be taking part in lots of different 

activities linked to Superheroes and Teambuilding. 

Superhero Naming Challenge

How many Superheroes can you and your friends name 

in one minute? 

• Today, we are going to read ‘Superheroes Comic Book’. 

Can you answer the questions with your friend ? 

• Make sure you read the text slowly and carefully so

you get the answers right. 



Listen to this video at the end of your Comprehension. 

Tomorrow we will be writing our own Superhero Comic Adventures ! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvZ3rxKLvCE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvZ3rxKLvCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvZ3rxKLvCE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvZ3rxKLvCE


Phonics – Lesson 2

What homophones can you remember ?

Today we are going to write sentences using a 
pair of homophones. 

When I write I like to get it right.

Can you write a sentence with the words knight
and night ?

Can you write a sentence with the words blew
and blue ?



English – Lesson 2

Today, we will be drawing and writing our own 

‘Superhero Comic Adventures’. 

• Comics are stories told through pictures, 

words or pictures and words together. 

Comic is another word for ‘funny’. A comic 

is told in strips. 

• Have a look at these comics. What do you 

notice about them ? 



What can you see in this comic ?

Who is this comic about ? 

Where is the comic set ?

Why do the different characters need 
speech bubbles ?

How can you follow the superhero story ?



Strike a Superhero Pose !

Can you find some action words from the 
comic and use them to show your 

Superhero powers ? 



You will have your own 
Comic Strip. 

Draw your own pictures in 
each box to show your 
‘Superhero Adventure’. 

Write some sentences to 
explain what happens in 
your story.

Challenge: In a different 
colour, can you write some 
Superhero Action words ? 



Phonics – Lesson 3



Phonics – Lesson 3

Can you help complete 

the sentences ? 

Choose the correct word 
and make sure that the 
sentences make sense.



English – Lesson 3

Year 2 will be checking for their use of 
Capital Letters and full stops in their 
‘Superhero Comic Adventure’. 

We must go back and re-read our 
stories and make sure our punctuation 
is in the right places. 

Use the ‘Full Stops and Capital Letters’ 
PowerPoint to help you. 

Can you 
save your 
writing?



Phonics – Lesson 4
Today we are going to read 
the sentences and check for 
mistakes. 

Can you identify if the 
sentence makes sense and 
the homophones are in the 
correct place ? 

Can you write the correct 
version of the sentence on 
your whiteboard ?



English – Lesson 4

Today we are going to use Now Press Play to learn about 

‘Full Stops and Capital Letters’

We will be helping some story book characters restore the bookshop 
to order, and banish the Witch and Wolf back to the Magic Book of 
Fairy Tales forever.



Phonics – Lesson 5 
How many sounds can you get right ?





English – Lesson 5

During this lesson you will be doing some guided reading.

Log into Bug Club and work your way through at least one of the 
books.

Make sure you answer the bug questions by clicking on the bugs 
head. There are not always questions on every page.

There are some comic books for you to try this week

Challenge -

Can you make up some of your own questions about the book that 
you have read ?



English – Lesson 5

Can you be a super word searcher 
and find all the superhero words ? 

• If you finish, see if you can try 
and choose a word to write in a 
sentence.

e.g. Spiderman wears a red mask. 


